Neuroimmune stress responses: reciprocal connections between the hypothalamus and the brainstem.
Hypothalamic nuclei, particularly the paraventricular nuclei (PVN), are important brain sites responsible for eliciting stress responses following a systemic immune challenge. The activation of PVN cells by a systemic immune challenge is critically dependent on the integrity of inputs from brainstem cells situated in the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS) and ventrolateral medulla (VLM). Interestingly, a descending pathway from the PVN to the brainstem, recruited by systemic immune challenge, might also exist. It is well documented that PVN neurons innervate the NTS and VLM and recent evidence from our laboratory shows that lesions of the PVN reduce brainstem cell responses elicited by a systemic bolus of the proinflammatory cytokine interleukin-1beta (IL-1beta). Although a number of different PVN divisions are candidates for the source of inputs to the brainstem, we have demonstrated that the majority of descending PVN projections recruited by systemic IL-1beta arise from cell bodies localized in the medial and lateral parvocellular PVN. These findings suggest that central nervous system responses to an immune challenge are likely to involve complex reciprocal connections between the PVN and the brainstem, whereby brainstem cell populations could essentially act as integratory sites for descending and ascending immune signals. For instance, these brainstem pathways may have significant implications not only for the regulation of central hypothalamic and extra-hypothalamic targets but also the autonomic nervous system.